DISTRIBUTED SITE
AND BRANCH NETWORKING

DIGI TRANSPORT® LR54 LTE-A ROUTER
Record-setting speed. Unmatched value.

Re-set your expectations for distributed site networking. Digi offers a faster, more stable solution at the industry’s most
affordable price. The Digi TransPort LR54 is an LTE-Advanced router, designed from the ground up to provide peerless speed
and connection integrity for managed network services and retail networking.

Satisfied Users Everywhere
Tired of being dogged by poor network performance? If you’re managing
multiple sites, the frustrations multiply exponentially with the number of
locations. But now there is a solution that makes everyone’s day:
Digi TransPort LR54 is purpose-built for network applications like yours,
delivering high performance due to dramatically increased processing and
memory horsepower. It accommodates multiple users and heavy volume,
within each facility and location-to-location.

Digi TransPort LR54
Performance Thrills
3 Maximum speed—LTE-Advanced

radio provides CAT6 speeds up to
300Mbps—2X the speed of typical LTE

3 Powerful and reliable Wi-Fi—

featuring dual 2.4 and 5GHz radios,
with 802.11ac

3 Rugged hardware—industrial-grade
Digi TransPort LR54 gives you the ability to prioritize users in order to
construction, temperature hardened
maintain the continuity of your most important business functions. Critical
to operate at -20° C to +70° C
applications will stay fast and stable, no matter the job. And if visitors are
3 Enterprise security—fortified by
tapping in, they’ll experience remarkable Wi-Fi performance, which will be a
PCI-certified Digi Remote Manager®
big plus for your brand.
APPLICATION EXAMPLE
and Digi TrustFence™
Digi TransPort LR54 is ideal for startup, backup and primary connectivity.
It gives you the flexibility to switch from land line to cellular quickly, on
demand or automatically through its built-in failover capability.

www.digi.com/transportlr54

Take it Global
Digi TransPort LR54 has a single,
software-defined LTE radio that
supports carriers across North America
and most European countries. Rather
than qualify and support multiple
devices, Digi Transport LR54 gives
you a single part number to cover two
continents. And it comes pre-certified
for Verizon and AT&T networks.

High Performance for Distributed
Site and Branch Networking
Digi engineers have turned your wish list into our design roadmap.
Digi TransPort LR54 is designed to bring the full advantages of LTE-A
to your networks.

Low Cost of Ownership
Digi TransPort LR54 is priced significantly lower than its competitors.
It carries a 3-year warranty. And you’ll pay no annual software fees.

Centralized Device Configuration
and Remote Management
Digi Remote Manager gives administrators a single dashboard for
configuring and troubleshooting devices across multiple locations.
They will be able to analyze network performance and check
connectivity points at a glance.

Automated Updates
Digi TransPort LR54 automatically “phones home” to Digi Remote
Manager to check for the newest firmware and to pull down any
unique configurations.

Extreme Network Security
Gain peace of mind through Digi’s PCIcertified Digi Remote Manager, firewall,
built-in-VPN and 256 bit AES encryption.
Digi TrustFence device security framework
addresses common security vulnerabilities
of remote devices, from authenticated boot
and secure device access, to user validation
and data encryption.

LTE-A speed: 300 Mbps
2x faster than
conventional LTE in
real world testing

Security Compliance with
Payment Card Industry (PCI) Standards
Additionally, Digi Remote Manager finds and fixes inappropriate or
inaccurate configurations before anyone can exploit them. It lets you
define a device profile, assign the profile to all devices in a group,
and monitor and auto-remediate any variance. It can also restrict
incoming traffic to only allow secure connections, eliminating
unencrypted or potentially compromised connections.
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Network Autonomy

DIGI TRANSPORT® LR54

In situations where it is simply easier to “bring your own network”
rather than tapping into an existing network, Digi TransPort LR54 is a
turnkey, simple solution.
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The Digi solution for branch and distributed
site networking: Fast. Durable. Secure.

For more information about Digi TransPort LR54, visit www.digi.com/transportlr54
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